With the tremendous growth in the number of scientific papers being published, searching for references while writing a scientific paper is a timeconsuming process. A technique that could add a reference citation at the appropriate place in a sentence will be beneficial. In this perspective, context-aware citation recommendation has been researched upon for around two decades. Many researchers have utilized the text data called the context sentence, which surrounds the citation tag, and the metadata of the target paper to find the appropriate cited research. However, the lack of wellorganized benchmarking datasets and no model that can attain high performance has made the research difficult. In this paper, we propose a deep learning based model and well-organized dataset for contextaware paper citation recommendation. Our model comprises a document encoder and a context encoder, which uses Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) layer and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), which is a pretrained model of textual data. By modifying the related PeerRead dataset, we propose a new dataset called FullTextPeerRead containing context sentences to cited references and paper metadata. To the best of our knowledge, This dataset is the first well-organized dataset for context-aware paper recommendation. The results indicate that the proposed model with the proposed datasets can attain state-of-the-art performance and achieve a more than 28% improvement in mean average precision (MAP) and recall@k.
Introduction
Have you ever had difficulty citing references while writing a scientific paper? Most artificial intelligence researchers may have thought about finding a solution for this problem a little easier at least once. As shown in Figure 1 , a possible solution * Co-corresponding Authors is to automatically find the information that should be cited in a placeholder, such as [REF] . Finding a suitable scientific document-considering the surrounding text-that can be used as a placeholder is called "Context-aware citation recommendation" [He et al., 2010] . The sentences on both sides of a placeholder are referred to as "context". A context-aware citation recommendation task is a type of supervised classification that is used to choose a paper suitable as the placeholder based on its contents. In addition to context, by considering the characteristics of a scientific document, the task has conducted with using author, title, citation, journal (or conference name), etc., which are metadata, or bibliometrics, of a scientific paper [He et Even though the task has been a relatively constantly researched area, one of the most challenging aspects of this study is that there is no benchmarking dataset against which proper performance can be measured. In general, this task needs to use metadata along with the context surrounding the cited paper. To the best of our knowledge, suitable datasets have not been disclosed. Among the commonly used data, the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) 1 dataset does not provide paper sentences and metadata in a preprocessed form, and the DBLP dataset 2 only provides bibliographic information. In a recently published [Huang et al., 2015] , CiteseerX datasets 3 only provided context and citation information and did not provide meta information simultaneously. As a result, related studies have failed to use the same benchmarking dataset.
The purpose of this study is to provide datasets and stateof-the-art models suitable for the context-aware paper recommendation task research, and in turn provide researchers with an improved paper writing environment. The main contributions of this study are as follows: First, we built reproducible benchmarking datasets for the task. We preprocessed the existing AAN dataset [ . AAN and PeerRead datasets have well-organized bibliometric information. The PeerRead dataset mainly provides peer reviews of submitted papers in top-tier venues of the artificial intelligence field, along with bibliometric information. Since all existing datasets of the task lack information in the citation context, our focus is on gathering context information with metadata. Therefore, the AAN and PeerRead datasets were reprocessed to create the dataset.
Data acquistion
We used arXiv Vanity 5 to create the dataset. arXiv Vanity is a site that converts a latex-based PDF file to HTML document. Our goal is to extract the context information on both sides of the citation symbol, such as [1] or [Choi et al. 2016 ], together with the reference paper information. To do this, we parsed latex into HTML via arXiv Vanity, and used a regular expression to recognize the citation symbol in the document. Next, the sentences on both sides of the citation symbol were stored on a database with reference article information. We stored the collected information together with the existing metadata and build it into a database. The data actually collected was noisy because the latex documents were not consistent format. After we automatically collected the necessary data, we removed the noisy data manually. For example, in the case of CiteseerX 6 , the citation symbol corresponding to the placeholder is left in the context and data is provided. However, in this case, the placeholder text itself was used for overfitting learning, so the text can be used to tell the correct answer. Exactly, the reminded placeholder can be used as crucial evidence of prediction. Therefore, our final work was post-processed manually because this noise may remain when mechanically collected.
Statics of dataset
Finally, the statics of the dataset we built are as shown in Table 1 . The number of extracted datasets were less than the original number of AAN or PeerRead dataset because we needed to remove paper the PDFs that did not use latex or were very noisy from being processed with arXiv Vanity. In Table 1 below, Total "# of base papers" is a paper that cites other researches. We have metadata information of the paper that is used as an input for the classification task. "# of cited papers" is a cited paper. In addition, we extracted paragraph units on both sides of the citation symbol, and "# of citation context" means the sum of the number of sentences which are in the extracted paragraph. Further, "# of total papers" refers to the total number of papers covered by base paper and cited paper, excluding duplicates.
A BERT-GCN Model for Context-Aware
Citation Recommendation
Model overview
We construct the context-aware citation recommendation model using BERT [Devlin et al., 2018] and GCN [Kipf and Welling, 2016a]. BERT is one of the highest performing pretrained models for NLP learning representation. We expect that the learning presentation of context sentences, through pre-trained BERT, will achieve a high performance. Scientific data, such as papers, also contain various metadata, in addition to textual data. We use the GCN model to represent the citation relationship between papers and to extract a learning representation of them. As shown in Figure 2 , we construct a context encoder to extract textual embedding, using BERT, and a citation en-coder to extract graph embedding from GCN. Each encoder is pre-trained with context data, and citation graph data is extracted from the paper. Then data is inserted into the pretrained models, and concatenated embeddings are calculated by each encoder. Finally, after passing the concatenated vectors to a feedforward neural net, the softmax output layer is generated, and cross entropy is adopted as a loss function for training. . CACR has both a paper encoder and a citation context encoder. CACR demonstrates the performance of SOTA as the most recent context-aware citation recommendation model using an AAN dataset and an LSTM model. In the CACR model, a paper encoder was constructed using author, venue, and abstract information in the paper. Our model constructed the citation encoder with GCN solely using citation information.
Citation encoder
The citation encoder conducts unsupervised learning for citation, linking a prediction with the GCN-based Variational Graph Auto-Encoders (VGAE) model [Kipf and Welling, 2016b] by using citation relationships between papers as input values. When paper information is used as input to a pretrained GCN, the model returns the relational learning representation as the embedding vector. VGAE can capture the latent learning representation of graph data.
In existing research, it has been a challenge to convey the citation relationship of a paper as Doc2Vec [Le and Mikolov, 2014] has been used to encode paper information and summarize it after embedding the learning of the individual metainformation. Our citation encoder complemented this by using citation linking prediction information as a citation prediction feature.
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) Layer
In our model, the role of the GCN layer is to abstract the citation network graph information through a convolutional network. The GCN layer is used as an inference model of VGAE. The formula of the GCN layer for VGAE is shown in Equation 1 .
The proposed model consists of two GCN layers. The layer uses two matrices as input: the identity matrix X and the adjacency matrix A, which is an N by N matrix. N is the number of input paper. Learned from the first GCN layer, layer parameter W 0 is used as the weight matrix for the second layer. Each layer uses layer-wise propagation.
A is a normalized adjacency matrix based on the diagonal degree matrix D, as shown in Equation 2.
Variational Graph AutoEncoder (VGAE) 
The inference layer of VGAE learns the representation Z by to decrease the KL-divergence loss between the normal distribution from the GCN layer result and the Gaussian normal distribution, as shown in Equation 4.
As a next step, the generative layer learns an adjacency matrix based on the representation matrix Z of the interference layer. The latent variable z i , z j is the inner product value of document i and j. An adjacency matrix is generated based on the latent variable through the inner product between paper vectors, as shown in Equation 5. The generative model defines the representation matrix Z by reducing the difference between the adjacency matrix A generated by the generative model and the actual adjacency matrix. • We compare the performance of the proposed model with the existing SOTA, the CACR model, to gauge the outperformance of BERT and GCN over conventional model.
• We investigate differences in performance between models using BERT and GCN. We used BERT for textual data and GCN for graph data. We analyze the impact of each models on overall performance.
• When using this model in a practical environment to recommend papers, we want to verify that the model can recommend papers solely by looking at the sentence on the left side of a citation symbol. In general, if researchers are writing a paper, researchers expect to recommend reference papers based on the contents which have been written so far without the entire document. We want to check whether our model is available in this situation.
• We check the performance of the model according to the length of textual data. When using BERT, we check whether sentences, that are distant from the citation symbol, are used as noise or useful information
• We measure performance according to paper occurrence in the aggregate dataset. Citation of specific papers is rare; however, we need to understand how our model performs when it happens.
Experiments setting Experimental dataset
In the experiment, the AAN dataset used data published before 2014, whereas the FullTextPeerRead dataset comprised paper data published before 2018. After interpreting the data, with sufficient context, and the metadata among datasets, AAN and FullTextPeerRead yielded 6,500 and 4,898 papers, respectively. The datasets were divided into two parts: the AAN dataset used 5,806 pre-2013 papers for the training set, and the remaining 973 others for the test set prior to 2013, and the test set 973 for the test set. Regarding the FullTextPeerRead dataset, 3,411 pre-2017 papers were used for the training set, and 2,559 papers from 2017 were used for the test set. We applied two text lengths, namely 50 and 100, to the citation context features, and measured the related shift in performance. Furthermore, in order to test performance according to the text input characteristics, we conducted an experiment comparing single and pair context characteristics. For this purpose, we used a single context consisting of a 100 text length on the left side of a citation placeholder, and the pair context consisting of a 100 text length on each side of the citation placeholder.
Evaluation metrics
For experimental evaluation, we use MAP, MRR, and Recall Top@K, which are general metrics for information retrieval. The MAP measures average precision reflecting the rank position regarding the retrieval list. This indicator is based on the position of the corresponding label values for the K recommendation list, and we measured the indicator with K=30. The MRR indicator is defined as identifying the location of the first occurrence of the actual labels in the recommendation list. Finally, Recall Top@K is defined as an indicator of the actual label hit ratio in a Top@K recommendation list. For this, we evaluate the Recall index through K = 5, 10, 30, 50, 80, 100
Parameter setting
We extracted the embedded context vectors and document vectors from the BERT and GCN layers built in a separate learning process. In BERT, the number of multi-head attention is 12, the encoder stack is 12, the total number of epochs for learning is 30, the batch size is 16, and the Adam optimizer is used. The learning rate is 2e-5, epsilon is 1e-6, beta1 is 0.9, beta2 is 0.999, and the weight decay rate is 0.01. We set the sequence length maximum to 128, padding 0 if the length is shorter than 128, and the hidden size is 768. With regard to GCN, the number of epochs is 200, the first hidden dimension is same as the document size and the second hidden dimension is 768, the batch size is same as the total document size(full-batch gradient descent), the optimizer is the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014], and the learning rate is 0.01
Experiments results

Baseline Comparison
As shown in Table 2 , our model delivers a significant performance improvement over the existing CACR. Compared with the SOTA model, all our models showed a three times performance improvement in MAP, MRR, and Recall@K indices, approximately. In particular, Recall@5, which only sees five retrieval citation papers, is a significant improvement.
In this experiment, both our model and CACR were used solely for papers with a minimum fequency of five citations, and the learning was conducted by considering fifty words on both sides of the citation symbol.
We compared the performance by independently reproducing the Python code related in the CACR paper. There was no detailed experimental information such as frequency in the actual paper. Since no frequency was mentioned, we assume that the performance described in the CACR paper is based on a frequency of one, and we compare our performance with the performance described in the paper of CACR as shown in Table 2 . For MAP, MRR, and Recal@10, our model outperform, but after Recall@10, it does underperform. Based on experience, we guessed this to be a phenomenon that occurs when the classification label value is returned with a high frequency of cited papers. 
Impact of BERT and GCN
In all cases, when the GCN was added, the performance of the model improved. Of interest is the impact that GCN has on the performance of BERT, and BERT-left alone. As shown in Figure 4 , the difference in recall performance between BERT + GCN-Left and BERT-left differs from the difference in performance difference between BERT + GCN and BERT.
BERT-left has half the input of context sentence of BERT. Hence, the impact of GCN is greater when the value of the input words is small. Impact of the left side context alone From the viewpoint of an actual researcher writing a paper, we check the performance when using the context sentence on the left side of the citation symbol alone. As shown in Table2, the model using the left context alone has a performance that is approximately 0.03 lower than the model using the entire context for the context encoder. In other words, it is helpful to consider the entire context on both sides of the quotation mark. However, adding GCN to the BERT model considering the left context alone delivers performance improvements over adding GCN to the BERT model that considers both contexts, as the network information of the GCN can be helpful when textual information is not sufficient.
Effect of length of the context sequence
We have already confirmed a shift in performance tied to the length of the input context sentences. However, how much more can performance improve as the number of sentences increases? As shown in Figure 5 , when the context length becomes a hundred or more, model performance becomes less impacted by comparative context length. The context sentence length is relevant, but beyond a certain point, its impact is actually reduced.
Effect of paper citation frequency Finally, we examine the impact of citation frequency on performance. The results of the experiment with citation frequencies one, three, and five show that performance improves when citation frequency is higher, as shown in Table 5 . In general, papers not cited are not used for learning and can be processed as sparse data even at the time of testing. We believe that the learning data should be refined according to citation frequency for a well-functioning, high-performance 
BERT-GCN
Recommendation Examples
Actual recommendation examples using our model can be found in Table 4 . In these examples, we observe that one of the biggest effects of GCN is that it is possible to get a higher relevance similarity of cited paper through GCN for similar articles when we look at textual data alone. Expanding the use of GCN, would not only target similarities in the content of the papers but also citation information in the previous thesis or citation information in the current thesis. With regard to the use of GCN, the representation learning information concerning citation is generated by identifying not only a similarity in the content of the citing paper but also through the citation information of the previous paper by the author or the Table 5 : A comparison of shifts in performance based on cited paper frequency information in the cited paper of the current article. We think this information is very helpful to improve the performance of the context-aware citation recommendation process.
Conclusion
The proposed model for context-aware citation recommendation task delivers a significant improvement in MAP, MRR and Recall@K over the existing model. The basis for the breakthrough performance improvement is that the BERT model, which has performed well in recent NLP tasks, is adapted to our context-aware framework. Through the context encoding via BERT, our framework improves the representation learning of the context side. In addition, we apply VGAE, which comprises a GCN layer according to graph data to mitigate over-fitting to local contexts when BERT is applied alone. The VGAE applied to our framework citation encoder processes the paper citation network graph data into a paper latent representation. The combination of the encoded paper network and the encoded context is regularized, resulting in a performance increase over a BERT-based model. Regarding the context-aware citation recommendation study, existing datasets are not up-to-data and there is no clear context detection. To address this problem, we devised and released the FullTextPeerRead dataset. The proposed dataset comprises updated papers to an extent including papers up-to 2017, and provides a method to readily and accurately extract context metadata and has a well-organized perspective.
